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About This Game

Paris, 1900. During the world expo an unknown force kidnaps the brightest minds of the century. To what sinister end? Step
into the shoes of Emily Patterson – the daughter of one of the captured scientists – to conduct your own investigation, follow the

trail of the captor and thwart his evil plans before the fate of the world is sealed.

During the Paris expo someone kidnaps the invited scientists under mysterious circumstances. The daughter of one of the
victims – Emily Patterson – follows a known philanthropist, whom she suspects of being part of the conspiracy. The search for
her father will mark the beginning of an extraordinary adventure that leads her from Europe to frigid Siberia. Emily will meet
the brilliant people of the era like Coco Chanel, Albert Einstein and Ferdinand Porsche. They will save her from trouble more

than once, but will also frequently need her assistance. Who is behind the kidnapping of the scientists? Will Emily find her
father, overcome the obstacles and manage to solve the sophisticated puzzles and minigames? Embark on a fantastic adventure
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in the era of modern inventions, unravel the sinister plot and save the world from a scheming madman!

Features

 Follow the trail of lost scientists!

 30 fantastic locations from Switzerland to Siberia!

 Meet the brilliant minds of the era!

 Test yourself in 14 puzzles and HO scenes!

 Save the world from a scheming madman!
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Title: Modern Tales: Age of Invention
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Orchid Games
Publisher:
Artifex Mundi
Release Date: 19 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: 2.0 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB VRAM

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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I very much enjoyed chilling out and spending a few hours playing this game. It is beautifully rendered and is a great distraction
after a busy day. The puzzles were not difficult but enough to present some sort of challenge (though I confess I played on the
easiest level!). I can recommend it.. Horrible multi-circle puzzle that is impossible to complete without a guide.. It`s ok, but not
for full price! Way too short (2h) and easy, no new puzzles. Videoscenes lag.. Very cleverly done, with a delightful plot; would
like to see more of this "dawn of the industrial age" theme; eagerly awaiting the next in this series.. Loved "Modern Tales: Age
of Invention" and I say it's worth the price!
Orchid Games and Artifex Mundi, please make another one. :)

PLUS
+ incredibly vibrant graphics (absolutely loved the colourful "steampunk" art)
+ interactive and interesting characters (chatting with them throughout game)
+ voice acting and music are top notch (music adjusted from happy to somber at right moments)
+ leans more to adventure with good balance of puzzles and hidden object scenes
+ story kept me involved and intrigued all the way to the end (with teaser to sequel)
+ neat mixture of science, engineering and history (sneaking in education)
+ length of game hit the sweet spot for me 4-5 hours with rewarding ending
+ 30 collectible atoms with "bonus" extras

CONS
- there were some audio/video sync issues (not always just big action scenes)
- some dialogue was a bit over the top but I found it more silly than negative
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Pretty good game. It's fun and helps pass the time. I enjoyed the beautiful graphics.. One of the better HOG games published by
Artifex. A nice story with a little bit of steampunk theme. The puzzles are the well known variants of the Artifex games, so this
might be a let down for people who expect something different. Fortunately the hidden object parts are relative good integrated
in the story.
The graphics vary. While the scenery is very nice, the animation and the people is simplistic. Voice acting is a bit on the weak
side and stilted mainly because the dialogs are not written that well.
Not much of side achievements; just find the atomic symbols in the scenery.
Recommended, especially if you can get it at a discount. It just lacks that little extra bit of polish which would have made it
great.. The game was fine...until the end, when it hung on me at the final (or possibly penultimate) scene. It was frustrating to
make it that far and be unable to finish. I am running Linux Mint 17.2. YMMV on other operating systems.. nicet game but not
one of your greatest

cool plot vand I like Albert[real genius Einstein]

its hard to solve the hidden object and there are no allternatives like mahjongs to solve instead of. Very entertaining, pretty art
& good story, As always, from Artifex Mundi.

Do i need to say more?. nicet game but not one of your greatest

cool plot vand I like Albert[real genius Einstein]

its hard to solve the hidden object and there are no allternatives like mahjongs to solve instead of. Ok. I really liked this one.
Good Hog. Good story. Um there's a few places where you have to go back and forth to get things done. Its makes sense after
you've done them, but it can be a bit odd doing them. I really liked the story. Kind of an odd collection of characters in this one.
All Historical I think. You'll see. What other HOG do you get to meet Coco Chanel? Highly recomend. Especially if it's on sale.

Irony Curtain is getting a forum!:

Comrades,

In our efforts to combat the capitalist propaganda, we have launched the most powerful weapon against false information!
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Add Irony Curtain to wishlist now!

We now have our own Steam forums, where we will post all information about Irony Curtain: From Matryoshka with Love and
where you can discuss all ideas as long as they're in accordance with the ideology of the Party. No censorship.

The purpose of this forum is to discuss:

 News & Reveals

 Frequently Asked Questions

 Suggestions & Ideas

So don't forget to:

 Join Irony Curtain Steam Forums

Add Irony Curtain: From Matryoshka with Love to your wishlist!

. ENIGMATIS 3, GRIM LEGENDS 3 AND EVENTIDE 2 ARTBOOK & SOUNDTRACK NOW AVAILABLE!:
A must have for all Artifex Mundi fans! If you enjoyed Enigmatis 3, Grim Legends 3 or Eventide 2 you definitely should check
out this exclusive content. Each 80- page long digital artbook in English contains some never before seen art and insights from
game designers about the creative process behind each title. All this while enjoying each artbook than the original game
soundtrack that comes with each DLC 

http://store.steampowered.com/app/720400/Enigmatis_3_The_Shadow_of_Karkhala__Artbook__Soundtrack/
http://store.steampowered.com/app/715150/Grim_Legends_3_The_Dark_City__Artbook__Soundtrack/
http://store.steampowered.com/app/709300/Eventide_2_Sorcerers_Mirror__Artbook__Soundtrack/. Restore peace in the
realm of the Five Kingdoms!:

Add the game to your wishlist and stay updated!. Why we've changed the art style of Irony Curtain?:
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Comrades!

Some time ago we showed you how Irony Curtain looked in the early prototype phase and how it looks like now.

Today we’d like to talk a little bit more about the reasons behind the change and the whole creative process. It’s no doubt that
Irony Curtain came a long way from the times when it was just a prototype called simply ‘Matryoshka’.

There are three main reasons why we’ve decided to simplify the art style:

1. The previous style looked great but it didn’t play well . Meet Artifex Mundi at Gamescom & PAX West 2018!:

Do you want to meet the creators of your favorite games in person? Then you should definitely visit us during Gamescom in
Cologne & PAX West 2018!
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You will have one of a kind opportunity to play our two latest projects ahead of release:

My Brother Rabbit (release: Fall 2018) is a beautifully drawn exploration adventure and puzzle game set in a surreal world that
mixes reality with a child’s imagination. It is scheduled to release this Fall.

Irony Curtain: From Matryoshka with Love (release: 2019) is a satirical point-and-click adventure that takes you out of your
bourgeoisie comfort zone and throws you right in the middle of a Cold War class struggle to the death – or until you surrender
your toilet paper.

We'll be a part of big Polish Booth on both events - and we will have lots of surprises for you!

If you want to know more about both events, please visit Gamescom website[www.gamescom.global] and PAX West website
[prime.paxsite.com]

See you there!
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